Pegasus Class

In the jungle
Y1/2, Spring 1
2021/22

This is an overview of some of the subject matter that we will be learning about this term.
English:
We will explore the rainforest and its
‘inhabitants’ and use this information to
learn about report writing.
The information we have learned will
help us to write our own rainforest
adventure which we hope to video
(Computing), having created our own
setting (DT).
We will use stories such as ‘Slowly,
slowly said the sloth, Pongo and We are
roaming in the rainforest to inspire our
writing.

Maths:

Science:

Computing:

Y1: Different ways to add and subtract to 40
Shapes and Patterns
Length and Heights
Multiplication and Division
Y2:
Multiplication and division of 2, 5 and 10
Length, Mass, Temoerature, Picture graphs
Word problems
Shapes

Animals and their habitat –
identify a variety of common
animals (fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals),
the differences between
carnivores, herbivores and
omnivores, their habitats and
foodchains

Word processing skills, such as
typing and editing, saving work,
undoing, formatting pictures and
text, choosing fonts.
We will also create a video of our
own rainforest story.

RE:

This term’s value:
Truthfulness

Believing – what do some
people believe about God?

RHE:
SCARF – Feeling left out and
Getting on with others as well as
looking after our environment
(linked to rainforest) and First
Aid for our Jungle Adventures

Music/Singing:
The sounds of the jungle – Body and
tuned persussions

Humanities (Geography):
Map skills, the continents, directions of the
compass, the equator and the Northern
and Southern Hemispere, rainforests and
their different layers

Art/ DT:
How to draw animals of the
rainforest, colour in chosen medium
and use for display
Create a rainforest in a shoebox
using variety of materials

PE:
Gymnastics – Stretching, curling and
arching (Grassroots)
Dance – Animals in the jungle

